For immediate release

Launch of “Radiant” – Fan
120mm Extreme Performance RGB Fan

HONG KONG, 21 November 2018
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the latest 120mm case fan with advanced RGB
LED lighting and top-notch cooling technologies. The Radiant is a product of GELID Solutions
GAMER product line.
The Radiant is designed specifically for gamers and overclockers. It integrates 9 circularly mounted
high-brightness full-color RGB LEDs and supports variable color modes via motherboard controls or
the optional GELID RGB LED Multi-Fan Controller. The Radiant features the newest High Precision
Shark-Tooth Blade technology, a 3D optimized impeller with the dramatically improved static pressure
characteristics for super-high airflow and low-noise operation. It also comes with the carefully selected
top-quality Double Ball Bearing to enforce mechanics and to guarantee ultra-durable functioning. The
newly designed PWM IC, a core part of Radiant, eliminates any clicking noise of the fan. Additionally,
the intelligent GELID PWM (Pulse Width Module) drives the fan in extended speed range from 500
RPM to 2000 RPM, it constantly keeps the fan silent but accelerates speed according to heat-source
load.
The fan is RoHS and WEEE conform and carries a 5 year warranty.
“Nowadays, RGB fans represent a key component of high-class gaming PCs. Our newest Radiant
brings to life a perfect combination of colorful RGB LED lighting and supercharged cooling
performance that you can count on”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The Radiant is available now and has a MSRP of USD 14 or Euro 12.50.
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, and other computer hardware for gamers
and silent enthusiasts. For more information visit www.gelidsolutions.com

